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Abstract. This paper does not describe a novel method. Instead, it
studies an essential foundation for reliable benchmarking and ultimately
real-world application of AI-based image analysis: generating high-quality
reference annotations. Previous research has focused on crowdsourcing as
a means of outsourcing annotations. However, little attention has so far
been given to annotation companies, specifically regarding their internal
quality assurance (QA) processes. Therefore, our aim is to evaluate the
influence of QA employed by annotation companies on annotation quality
and devise methodologies for maximizing data annotation efficacy. Based
on a total of 57,648 instance segmented images obtained from a total of
924 annotators and 34 QA workers from four annotation companies and
Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), we derived the following insights:
(1) Annotation companies perform better both in terms of quantity and
quality compared to the widely used platform MTurk. (2) Annotation
companies’ internal QA only provides marginal improvements, if any.
However, improving labeling instructions instead of investing in QA can
substantially boost annotation performance. (3) The benefit of internal
QA depends on specific image characteristics. Our work could enable
researchers to derive substantially more value from a fixed annotation
budget and change the way annotation companies conduct internal QA.
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1 Introduction

Following a long period of extensive focus on pure method development, proper
benchmarking and validation have recently been recognized as a major chal-
lenge in AI-based image analysis [33, 43]. In this context, high-quality annota-
tion of reference datasets is a fundamental requirement to ensure the meaningful
validation of image analysis algorithms [15]. As annotation tasks may be cum-
bersome, crowdsourcing is often used to partially outsource image annotation.
Traditionally, such outsourcing is conducted via crowdsourcing platforms [32],
with Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)1as the predominant choice [9, 49].
1 https://www.mturk.com * shared last author
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Fig. 1: Research Questions (RQs) tackled in this work. Based on 57,648 in-
stance segmentation masks annotated by 924 annotators and 34 quality assurance (QA)
workers from five different annotation providers, we (1) compared the effectiveness of
generating high-quality annotations between annotation companies and Amazon Me-
chanical Turk and (2) investigated the effects of annotation companies’ internal QA
and (3) real-world image characteristics on the annotation quality.

Recent literature has reflected the rise of annotation companies as a new
type of provider with potentially better annotation performance compared to
established crowdsourcing platforms such as MTurk [28, 36, 42, 44]. Annotation
companies differ substantially from crowdsourcing platforms. First, they employ
annotators directly and at shared office spaces [28, 44], enabling better external
control of worker conditions and stricter data security measures, while crowd-
sourcing platforms can be accessed by anyone, without specific knowledge or
training being required. Second, annotators in annotation companies typically
work in small teams, with an experienced quality assurance (QA) worker be-
ing responsible for the team’s output. In the observed internal QA, QA workers
make adjustments to the annotations generated by the team by reviewing each
individual annotation and modifying those where they deem changes necessary.
As a result, the annotation requester receives the quality-assured annotation,
not the initial one (see Fig. 2a). In contrast, crowdsourcing platforms usually do
not employ internal QA mechanics similar to annotation companies.

The importance of annotation providers for real-world applications is evident
at the major computer vision conferences, where over the past two years, approx-
imately 20% of exhibitors were annotation providers (see Fig. 2b). While QA as
a post-processing step for annotations from platforms such as MTurk has been
researched (e.g. [10, 17, 21, 27]), little is known about the benefit of internal QA
on annotation quality within annotation companies. The only related work that
we are aware of pertains to external QA from the perspective of an annotation
company. Unlike in internal QA, in the case of external QA, domain experts or
experienced annotators working on behalf of the requester check the annotation
quality as a post-processing step of the received annotations [31, 47]. Our pa-
per, on the other hand, focuses on the internal QA processes of an annotation
company.
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Fig. 2: a) In contrast to Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), annotation companies
commonly perform quality assurance (QA) before delivering the result to the annota-
tion requester. b) Annotation providers are an integral part of the computer
vision community. They account for around 20% of exhibitors present at major com-
puter vision conferences (ECCV 2022: n = 40, CVPR 2022: n = 97, ICCV 2023: n =
43, CVPR 2023: n = 104) in the last two years.

In light of the vast sums of money to be spent on QA [40], the purpose of this
paper is to shed light on whether annotation companies’ internal QA benefits
the annotation quality. Based on more than 50,000 instance segmentation masks
annotated by more than 900 annotators from five different annotation providers,
we investigate the following research questions (RQs; see Fig. 1):

RQ 1) How does the choice of annotation provider influence the
quality of annotations? As the selection of the annotation provider is among
the first and key decisions in any annotation project after data collection and
generation of labeling instructions, we first investigated companies’ effectiveness
in generating annotations, which is particularly relevant in cases of constrained
annotation budgets requiring a cost-effective strategy. As both quantity and
quality of annotated images for a given budget are relevant in provider selec-
tion, we compared the annotation quality and costs of five different providers,
including MTurk and four annotation companies, on identical images.

RQ 2) Does annotation companies’ quality assurance improve an-
notation quality? A major decision in the design of an annotation process
concerns the allocation of resources. A common perception is that internal QA
of annotation companies, following the initial annotation, substantially enhances
the quality. Here, we challenged this assumption by investigating the improve-
ment in annotation quality from internal QA compared to that achieved through
enhanced labeling instructions.

RQ 3) Should quality assurance focus on specific subsets of images?
In theory, the efficacy of QA may be contingent upon specific image character-
istics [20, 24, 41]. For instance, underexposed images might benefit more from
a secondary review compared to those with optimal illumination. Concurrently,
images that present annotation challenges for human observers might be partic-
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ularly pertinent for the training and validation of algorithms [20, 41]. Here, we
investigated whether and to what extent the benefit of QA depends on specific
image characteristics.

2 Related Work

2.1 Comparison of annotation providers

With respect to the quality of annotations obtained from varying annotation
providers, the closest work conducted are comparisons between crowdsourcing
platforms and domain experts. Irshad et al. [23] and Petrović et al. [38], among
others, have shown that crowdsourced annotations can reach the annotation
quality of domain experts in safety-critical applications. In recent literature,
Duggan et al. [13] and Kentley et al. [25] compared domain-specialized crowds
as a new type of annotation provider and found comparable performance to
domain experts. Furthermore, Rädsch et al. [42] provided a comparison of anno-
tation companies to crowdsourcing, but focused solely on raw annotation quality
without QA and without relating it to annotation budgets.

Interestingly, researchers report concerns about the annotation quality ob-
tained from MTurk [31], such as obtaining unusable annotations in up to 67.8%
of cases [6]. Other research fields, such as psychology, even report a "substan-
tial decrease in data quality" [7]. However, we are not aware of work that has
systematically compared the performance between annotation companies and
crowdsourcing platforms such as MTurk while considering annotation budgets.

2.2 Quality assurance

The main goal of QA is to enhance and ensure the quality of annotations. A com-
prehensive overview on QA in crowdsourcing platforms is provided by Daniel et
al. [10]. However, their research does not include annotation companies. Dur-
ing the annotation process, quality control techniques generally fall into three
categories [31]: (1) comparing to a gold standard with pre-defined reference an-
notations (e.g., [27]), (2) analyzing combined outputs from multiple annotators
(e.g., [21]), and (3) investigating annotator behaviors (e.g., [17, 19]). Other ap-
proaches to enhancing annotation quality on crowdsourcing platforms target
training of crowdworkers [12] and iterative refinement of the annotation envi-
ronment [3,4,14]. It should be noted that annotation byproducts, such as mouse
movement during annotation generation [16, 17] or inter-rater agreement [48],
can be used to boost model performance, by incorporating this information in
the training.

The closest related work focusing on the impact of QA in annotation compa-
nies was introduced by Wang et al. [47] and Lu et al. [31]. However, their work
focuses on external QA conducted by experienced personnel from the requester
rather than internal QA, and features a substantially smaller number of anno-
tators from annotation companies. To our knowledge, a systematic investigation
into the effects of internal QA processes within annotation companies is thus, so
far, lacking.
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2.3 Impact of real-world image characteristics on annotation quality

Related research analyzing the impact of real-world image characteristics high-
lights their effect on annotations created by machine learning models and an-
notators alike. Michaelis et al. [37] demonstrated that models easily encounter
failures with increasingly challenging real-world image characteristics, such as
added snow or poor lighting characteristics. Similarly, annotators generate less
reliable annotations in the presence of challenging real-world image characteris-
tics. This effect can be observed both within [1,24,31] and across domains [18,26].
However, a systematic analysis of the impact of such characteristics on internal
QA employed by annotation companies is lacking.

3 Methods

In the following, we describe the selected data, the labeling instructions, anno-
tation providers and annotators, the QA process, and the experimental design
of our work.

3.1 Data

We conducted our experiments on the instance segmentation data from the Hei-
delberg Colorectal (HeiCo) dataset for surgical data science in the sensor op-
erating room [34], representing a safety-critical application that crowdsourcing
platforms can still handle. The task involved segmenting surgical instruments
from laparoscopic videos, resulting in 57,648 instance segmentation masks on
4,050 unique frames. Furthermore, we used 57,636 metadata annotations on the
unique images to quantify the effect of varying real-world image characteristics
(see RQ3). Characteristics included motion blur, underexposure, object occlu-
sion, or overlapping objects, among others, and are illustrated in Suppl. A.

3.2 Labeling instructions

To investigate the benefit of QA compared to an investment in detailed labeling
instructions, we created three distinct types of labeling instructions with vary-
ing levels of information density, namely, (1) minimal text, (2) extended text,
and (3) extended text including exemplary pictures. Each subsequent labeling
instruction type was structured to contain more detailed information than the
preceding. To ensure accurate labeling of the imaging data, we established a
collection of design principles applicable to all labeling instructions:
(1) Labeling information is presented in a slide format to enhance the processing
of information by humans.
(2) Each slide contains a distinct ’chunk’ of information, which is a self-contained
piece of content. This approach of ’chunking’ information lessens the cognitive
load on the working memory.
(3) Related information chunks are placed in close proximity to one another.
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(4) A uniform design template is used throughout, featuring specific fonts, sym-
bols, and color schemes.
The three labeling instructions differ as follows:

Minimal text labeling instructions: These instructions provide a concise tex-
tual outline, offering examples of typical annotations and highlighting the most
frequent annotation types (see Suppl. B.1). They reflect a scenario with mini-
mal effort invested in developing the instructions. The basic framework includes
seven slides totaling 168 words.

Extended text labeling instructions: Building upon the simplified version, the
extended text instructions offer a thorough textual explanation, supplemented
by both positive and negative examples (refer to Suppl. B.2). They cover both
regular and some rare annotation scenarios. The enhanced version comprises ten
slides with a total of 446 words.

Extended text including pictures labeling instructions: These instructions
augment the enhanced textual guidelines with images (detailed in Suppl. B.3).
The visual aids feature descriptions, symbols, annotations, and color coding to
effectively communicate the details on the slides. They also include illustrations
of rare annotation cases, indicating a deep and well-documented understanding
of the labeling process. This set contains 16 slides with a total of 961 words. We
refer the reader to Suppl. B for full details of each labeling instruction type.

3.3 Annotation providers

The study was conducted based on 216 annotators and 34 QA workers from four
annotation companies and 708 crowdworkers from the crowdsourcing platform
MTurk. Our goal was to provide the best representation for both annotation
provider types.

Consequently, we established higher standards for our MTurk crowdworkers
compared to the usual research benchmarks, which generally require a 95% ac-
ceptance rate of Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) and at least 100 completed
tasks [3, 6, 17]. Our criteria included a 98% acceptance rate with over 5,000
completed HITs. We spread out the HITs over 40 days at all times to obtain a
representative MTurk sample and compensated workers fairly, as recommended
by Litman et al. [30]. The annotation companies we selected have a solid back-
ground in handling large-scale annotation tasks in a variety of domains and
operate internationally. The annotators were allocated by the companies them-
selves to replicate the typical workflow of a project carried out by an annotation
company. Each annotator was linked to a specific annotation provider that had
been predetermined. No selection process from our side took place for either the
annotators, QA workers, or the MTurk crowdworkers.

To prevent information leakage, we conducted the labeling process with in-
creasingly detailed labeling instructions (minimal text instruction, extended text
instruction, and extended text including pictures instruction). Each annotator
worked exclusively with one of the three instruction types as introduced in
Sec. 3.2. To enhance security, we included a mandatory minimum gap of ten
days between consecutive labeling instructions.
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3.4 Quality assurance process

In the internal QA process, annotators typically report to a small number of
experienced QA workers, who are often responsible for training their team and,
in our case, responsible for the QA of the annotations.

The general workflow for all companies consisted of an annotation stage, in
which images were assigned randomly to each annotator, and a QA stage. During
the annotation stage, annotators received raw images with the task of annotating
them until they considered the quality of annotations satisfactory. Annotators
were aware that their work would be checked by QA. Once submitted, the QA
worker gained access to the generated annotations, allowing them to make mod-
ifications until they were satisfied before submitting the final annotations for
delivery to the requester. Throughout this process, both annotators and QA
workers retained access to the respective labeling instructions at any given mo-
ment. We obtained access to the annotations both before and after QA through
a software company handling a substantial number of annotation projects an-
nually. The experiments were seamlessly integrated into the software company’s
pipeline of annotation projects, reducing the risk of exposing our experiments.
Pricing was established to be representative of other projects of similar size.

To maintain fairness and avoid giving any annotation provider a potential
informational advantage that may have affected our statistical analysis, no spe-
cific queries from the annotation companies about the content of the labeling
instructions were addressed.

3.5 Experimental design

RQ 1: Each of the five labeling providers annotated the same images with each
set of labeling instructions, employing separate annotators for each task. We an-
alyzed the number of spam images, images with severe errors, i.e., images with
at least one false positive and/or false negative, and the overall annotation qual-
ity with the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) [11] as the overlap-based metric
and the Normalized Surface Distance (NSD) [39] as the distance-based metric.
We define a spam annotation as a purposefully poor-quality annotation with
the intent to obtain the payment without properly conducting the annotation
task. Annotation duration was used as an auxiliary measure, where accessible.
For instance, if an annotator completed the task in only 17 seconds, they could
not have read the instructions and properly performed annotations on several
images. Of note, a spammer could wait a relevant number of seconds and then
enter a poor-quality annotation to bypass the annotation duration check. Thus,
each image was additionally visually inspected by an engineer with extensive
labeling experience. Spam annotation examples are displayed in Suppl. D.

RQ 2: The annotation companies conducted their internal QA processes
directly after their annotators completed the annotation job, as explained in
Sec. 3.4 and Fig. 2a. The experiments began with only providing the minimal
text labeling instructions, followed by the extended text labeling instructions,
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Fig. 3: Annotation companies are more efficient at generating high-quality
images than Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). Percentage of images without
severe errors (green), images with severe errors (orange), and spam (red) obtained for
the five different annotation providers investigated. Annotation costs per image were
lower for all companies compared to MTurk (median: 61.1%).

and finally, the extended text instructions with pictures, to prevent information
leakage.

For each annotated image, we calculated the DSC and NSD per instance,
aggregated the scores per annotated image, and aggregated the scores over an-
notation company and labeling instruction. We then compared the annotation
quality without and with QA across the three types of labeling instructions for
the four annotation companies by computing both absolute and relative changes
in DSC/NSD aggregates, the percentage of modified images, and the change in
the percentage of severe errors, among other parameters.

RQ 3: In contrast to MTurk, the four annotation companies conducted an
additional annotation round, including QA, with the extended text including pic-
tures labeling instructions to quantify the impact of different real-world image
characteristics, represented by 57,636 metadata annotations, on the probabil-
ity of improvement. The data was analyzed with a logistic mixed model [35]
which included random effects for the image, the annotator, and the annotation
company. Further method details are provided in Suppl. C.

4 Results

4.1 How does the choice of annotation provider influence the
quality and cost of annotations?

Annotated images generated by the annotation companies were of higher quality,
comprising no spam (MTurk: ∼20%) and a much higher proportion of remain-
ing images without severe annotation errors (factor of > 2 improvement for all
companies compared to MTurk), as shown in Fig. 3. In addition, the annotation
companies were 61.1% cheaper in the median, despite their additional employ-
ment of QA workers. More specifically, the costs ranged from 24.5% to 81.5%
of the MTurk costs for the same images and number of annotations. We have
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Fig. 4: QA of annotation companies only provides marginal improvements,
if any. These depend highly on the company and type of labeling instruc-
tion. a: Absolute change of the median DSC resulting from performing QA. For each
company and labeling instruction, the median was obtained by aggregating the DSC
scores over the images. b: Corresponding absolute values of the DSC. Positive and
negative changes from annotation to QA are colored according to the color scale.

not been given permission to reveal the identities and exact absolute budgets
used for the annotation companies, hence we report costs relative to the MTurk
budget. Examples of spam annotations are provided in Suppl. D.

Regardless of the annotation scenario, the annotation companies generated
higher quality annotations than MTurk with higher DSC scores including smaller
interquartile ranges (IQRs) (see Fig. 7a), higher NSD scores including smaller
IQRs (see Fig. 7b), and lower numbers of severe errors (see Fig. 7c).

4.2 Does annotation companies’ quality assurance improve
annotation quality?

As shown in Fig. 4, the internal QA conducted by annotation companies does
not substantially improve annotation quality if the QA workers only use mini-
mal text instructions. The impact of QA when having access to extended text
instructions or extended text including pictures instructions depended highly
on the annotation company, while the effect was still minimal compared to not
performing QA: Two of the four annotation companies show no change in the
median DSC when comparing QA to non-QA outputs for extended text or ex-
tended text and picture instructions. The remaining two companies only show a
very small relative improvement of below 2%.

We obtained even smaller improvements with the NSD scores, as depicted
in Suppl. E. In certain scenarios, QA was able to remove a small proportion of
severe errors, however, the vast majority remains (see Suppl. F). Notably, the
percentage of modified images by QA workers depended highly on the company,
as depicted in Suppl. G. Fig. 5 further illustrates that providing annotators with
high-quality labeling instructions including pictures (green) leads them to vastly
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Fig. 5: Improving the labeling instructions yields a higher effect compared
to adding QA to the annotation process. The baseline performance (minimal
labeling instruction, no QA) according to the DSC (a) and the percentage of severe
errors (b) is shown individually per company with a red asterisk (minimal labeling
instruction, no QA). While adding QA only yields marginal improvements (dark blue),
major performance boosts are obtained by improving the labeling instructions provided
to the annotators (green). DSC scores were aggregated for each image and per labeling
type. DSC displayed as dots and box plot (band indicates the median, box indicates
the first (25th percentile) and third (75th percentile) quartiles). 0 ≤ DSC ≤ 1.

outperform annotators working with lower-quality labeling instructions, even if
these are followed by additional internal QA (dark blue).

4.3 Should quality assurance focus on specific subsets of images?

As shown in Fig. 6a, QA significantly increases the odds of improving the an-
notation quality for images with generalizable image characteristics such as un-
derexposed objects, intersection of objects, objects occluded by background in
comparison to the absence of this characteristic (vertical black line). The only
exceptions are motion artifacts present in the background and object(s) overex-
posure.

In contrast to the general increase of images with generalizable image char-
acteristics, none of the domain-specific image characteristics yield a significant
change in the odds of improving the annotation quality over a regular image,
see Fig. 6b. The only exception for domain-specific characteristics is object(s)
covered by smoke, which could be interpreted as a form of object occlusion.

5 Discussion

The data annotation market is estimated to reach a volume of more than USD
4.1 billion by the end of 2024 [8]. As the annotation process becomes increasingly
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Fig. 6: QA of annotation companies can be beneficial to certain images with
difficult real-world generalizable image characteristics, such as underexpo-
sure or intersection of objects. We display the impact of (a) real-world generalizable
and (b) domain-specific image characteristics on the odds of improvement. Improve-
ment is defined as a positive difference in the QA, while no improvement refers to 0 or
negative difference. The effect of an image characteristic is shown in the form of the
log(odds ratio (OR)) representing the logarithms of the odds of improvement in the
presence of the characteristic, compared to the odds of improvement occurring in the
absence of that characteristic. The vertical black line refers to the point of equal odds.
(Note: ***: p-value ≤ 0.001,**: p-value ≤ 0.01, *: p-value ≤ 0.05).

automated and foundation models evolve, the market is undergoing drastic shifts.
With lower entry barriers for annotation, more efficient data annotation tools,
and a rising impact of QA, it is thought to result in an estimated USD 8.2
billion market by 2028 [40]. As a research community, we need to understand
how to ensure high annotation quality throughout this evolution, as reliable
reference annotations are an indispensable foundation for the benchmarking of
image analysis algorithms, and thus their ultimate translation into real-world
practice.

To our knowledge, this study is the first to quantitatively and critically exam-
ine the impact of internal QA conducted by annotation companies in the context
of safety-critical applications. The most important insights can be summarized
as follows:
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1. Annotation companies perform better both in terms of quantity
and quality compared to the widely used platform MTurk (Fig. 3). This
implies that requesters working with crowdsourcing platforms should seriously
consider annotation companies as an alternative. The organizational structure
of these companies, which enables a single point of contact for requesters and
eliminates spam annotations, appears to be a contributing factor to their effi-
ciency. In light of poor working conditions being a major problem in annotation
generation [22, 36], annotation companies, which can more easily be inspected
than distributed crowdsourcing platforms, are thought to offer better working
contracts, enabling fairer working conditions for annotators. It should be noted
that not every annotation company automatically ensures adequate working con-
ditions. The annotation companies employed in this study underwent thorough
scrutiny to guarantee compliance with good working condition guidelines. With
annotators working at a shared location instead of in a distributed crowd, ver-
ifying annotators’ working conditions has become substantially easier. We thus
view our work as an initial step towards greater accountability on the part of
annotation requesters.

2. In contrast to common belief, internal QA mechanisms do not
necessarily improve annotation quality (Fig. 4). Furthermore, we observe
no systematic QA quality improvement difference between annotation companies
depending on their region of origin, size, or price, meaning more expensive an-
notation companies do not translate to better QA. However, improving labeling
instructions instead of investing in QA can substantially boost the annotation
performance (Fig. 5). Consequently, in order to obtain high-quality annotations,
annotation requesters should prioritize refining their labeling instructions, fol-
lowed by implementing QA or even a different external QA process as a sec-
ondary step. Compared to QA, better labeling instructions can be generated
with relatively few resources.

3. The benefit of QA depends on the specific image characteristics
(Fig. 6). In fact, QA did improve the quality of images with certain challenging
real-world image characteristics, see Fig. 6a. Consequently, it might be useful for
requesters and annotation companies alike to allocate resources to identifying
challenging image characteristics during a project, train classifiers to identify
images containing these characteristics and focus the internal QA effort on these
images.

One could contend that the recent rise of foundation models marginalizes
the role of annotation providers. We argue, however, that it only changes their
role. In this context, it is necessary to differentiate between the data quality
demands for the training and testing of models. With a recent trend towards
fine-tuning pre-trained models, smaller high-quality datasets can achieve similar
performance with less computation [5, 29], highlighting the importance of the
quality of unlabeled data in unsupervised training and its role in reducing car-
bon emissions [45]. In testing, especially for safety-critical applications such as
autonomous driving and clinical medicine, ensuring high-quality annotated test
data is crucial for accurate model evaluation and real-world applicability [43].
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Consequently, while training data annotation may lose relevance, test data an-
notation and its high quality demands are here to stay. Regarding foundation
models, it should further be noted that annotations purely produced by founda-
tion models introduce artifacts and biases [2] and represent an increasing rising
problem for MTurk, as demonstrated by Veselovsky et al. [46].

Our study is subject to several limitations which deserve further discussion.
Comparing prices across providers is non-trivial as the costs to annotate a given
data set depend on many factors including, among others, image quantity, type
of annotations, location of annotation company and quality requirements. Our
analysis was based on the actual costs incurred during our project. Confiden-
tiality agreements with the software company which integrated our experiments
into their annotation project pipeline prevent us from disclosing the identities
of the annotation companies. Additionally, we took precautions to protect the
identities of individual annotators and QA workers. This was particularly impor-
tant given our findings that QA workers did not significantly enhance annotation
quality, potentially exposing them to negative repercussions.

Another limitation could be seen in the fact that our data set only represents
one safety-critical domain. While this is a valid concern, we would like to high-
light that we chose a dataset which combined quality, complexity, and volume.
Furthermore, regarding the breadth of annotation providers and the number of
annotators involved, our study is likely the largest of its kind, thereby incurring
substantial costs.

Finally, conducting multiple experiments with identical annotation compa-
nies and varying datasets could have potentially revealed our experimental de-
sign. Had the annotation companies been aware of our research, outcomes could
potentially have been biased to appear more favorable, given companies’ inher-
ent interest in demonstrating their services as reliable. We thus chose to conduct
our experiments such that they could be seamlessly integrated into the software
company’s annotation pipeline, reducing their likelihood of exposure.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In conclusion, our study underscores the pivotal role of enhancing the initial
annotation quality, for instance via allocating resources to the improvement of
labeling instructions, over QA in obtaining higher reference annotation quality
in high-stakes AI [43]. Future research should delve into the development and
implementation of comprehensive training programs for annotators from anno-
tation companies to further enhance initial annotation quality. Exploring the
role of annotation companies in the context of increasingly automated annota-
tion processes driven by foundation models presents another avenue for future
research.
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(a) Annotation companies generate higher DSC scores than MTurk. 0 ≤ DSC ≤ 1.

(b) Annotation companies generate higher NSD scores than MTurk.0 ≤ NSD ≤ 1.

(c) Annotation companies generate a lower number of severe errors.

Fig. 7: Annotation companies generate higher quality annotations with their
annotation pipeline than MTurk. This is observed for (a) the DSC, (b) the NSD,
and (c) number of severe errors (lower is better). Annotation companies include a QA
step, in contrast to crowdsourcing on MTurk. (a) and (b) displayed as dots and box
plots (band indicates the median, box indicates the first (25th percentile) and third
(75th percentile) quartiles).
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Disclaimer: The Supplementary contains bloody surgery images.
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A Real-world image characteristics examples

The 57,636 metadata annotations represent real-world image characteristics and
were created by three engineers with the help of some crowdworkers. Examples
are displayed in Supplementary Fig. 1. The characteristics can be generalizable
(Supplementary Fig. 1a) or domain-specific (Supplementary Fig. 1b), and occur
in the background, on the objects or as an overlay. Generalizable characteristics
include: motion artifacts in the background, other objects present in the back-
ground, object occluded by background, intersection of objects, motion artifacts
on the object, object(s) overexposure, object(s) underexposure. Domain-specific
characteristics include: background covered by blood, background covered by re-
flections, background covered by smoke, image overlaid with text, caption at the
bottom of the image, black box present in the image, trocar present in the image,
object covered by blood, object(s) covered by reflections, object(s) covered by
smoke.

Supplementary Fig. 1: Real-world image characteristics examples. During
recording, a broad range of (a) generalizable and (b) domain-specific image character-
istics occur and can influence humans and models alike.
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1

Terminology
Definition “Matter”: 
● Anything that has mass, takes up space and can be clearly identified.

● Examples: tissue, surgical tools, blood

2

Goal - Detect and segment all relevant medical instruments

Only segment medical instruments
● Each medical instrument is their own instance.

● Each instance has their own colour.

● The interior of a segmentation represents a medical instrument. 

● Everything outside the medical instrument segmentations is regarded as other matter.

3

Occlusion
Each pixel may correspond to exactly one instance.
The solid/liquid matter that occurs first along the line of sight of the endoscope 
determines the label. 

4

Medical instruments
Definition “Medical instrument”: 
● An elongated rigid object placed inside the patient and manipulated from outside the patient.

● Examples: grasper, scalpel, (transparent) trocar, clip applicator, hooks, stapling device, suction

5

Medical instruments - Holes
Several medical instruments feature holes. 
They are regarded as part of the instrument. 

6

Medical instruments - Transparency
Medical instruments may be transparent. 
The occlusion rule holds in this case as well.

7
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B Labeling instruction types

B.1 Minimal text labeling instruction



Overview
● Terminology.…………………………………………………... 2
● Goal………………………………………………………………….. 3
● Occlusion………………………………………………………... 4 
● Medical instruments………………………………………. 5
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● Image overlay……………..………………..…………………. 10

1

Terminology
Definition “Matter”: 
● Anything that has mass, takes up space and can be clearly identified.

● Examples: tissue, surgical tools, blood

● Counterexamples: reflections, digital overlays, movement artifacts, smoke

2

Goal - Detect and segment all relevant medical instruments

Only segment medical instruments
● Each medical instrument is their own instance.

● If two parts of the same instrument are visible, they belong to the same instrument instance.

● Each instance has their own colour.

● The interior of a segmentation represents a medical instrument. 

● Everything outside the medical instrument segmentations is regarded as other matter.

● Be as precise as possible. Every pixel counts in surgery.

3

Occlusion
Each pixel may correspond to exactly one instance.
The solid/liquid matter that occurs first along the line of sight of the endoscope 
determines the label. 

This may result in multiple segmentations for a single instrument that is occluded 
by another instrument, blood or tissue, for example. 

4

Medical instruments
Definition “Medical instrument”: 
● An elongated rigid object placed inside the patient and manipulated from outside the patient.

● Examples: grasper, scalpel, (transparent) trocar, clip applicator, hooks, stapling device, suction

● Counterexamples: non-rigid tubes, bandage, compress, needle (not directly manipulated from 
outside but manipulated with an instrument), coagulation sponges, metal clips

5

Medical instruments - Holes
Several medical instruments feature holes. 
They are regarded as part of the instrument. 

A hole is made up of pixels that do not show

parts of the instrument but are either 

type a) completely surrounded by pixels of the same instrument or 

type b) completely surrounded by pixels of one instrument and the margin of 
the instrument would close the hole outside the image. 

6

Medical instruments - Holes exception
The sole exception are trocars when the camera is placed inside them.

Trocars are transparent medical instruments
● They are placed through the abdomen. 
● They function as a portal for the other medical instruments.
● When the camera is inside a trocar, a trocar can take up a large part of the image.

Trocars are exempt from the hole rule
● Reason: Otherwise, the holes would make up a large part of the image.

7

Medical instruments - Transparency
Medical instruments may be transparent. 
The occlusion rule holds in this case as well.

8
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B.2 Extended text labeling instruction



Text overlay
Text overlay is text that is visible in the image.
The background of the text is the regular image.

Text overlay shall be ignored.

9

Image overlay
Image overlay is often uniform coloured shapes
that overlay with the image.
Text with an added uniform color background 
is considered as image overlay.

Image overlay is treated like “other matter” and should not be part of the 
segmentation.

10
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Overview
● Terminology.…………………………………………………... 2
● Goal………………………………………………………………….. 3
● Occlusion………………………………………………………... 5 
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● Medical instruments - Holes exception……….. 12
● Medical instruments - Transparency……………. 14
● Text overlay……………..………………………………………. 15
● Image overlay……………..………………..…………………. 16

1

Terminology
Definition “Matter”: 

● Anything that has mass, takes up space and can be clearly identified.
● Examples: tissue, surgical tools, blood
● Counterexamples: reflections, digital overlays, movement artifacts, smoke

Examples of matter:
Tissue

Counterexample:
Smoke

Examples of matter:
surgical tools 2

Goal - Detect and segment all relevant medical instruments

Only segment medical instruments
● Each medical instrument is their own instance.

● If two parts of the same instrument are visible, they belong 
to the same instrument instance.

● Each instance has their own colour.

3

Each instance of the medical instruments 
has their own color.

Same Instance

Same Instance

Goal - Detect and segment all relevant medical instruments

Only segment medical instruments
● The interior of a segmentation represents a medical instrument. 

● Everything outside the medical instrument segmentations is regarded as other matter.

● Be as precise as possible. Every pixel counts in surgery.

4

Interior of the colors represents the 
instruments.

Medical instrument
tissueMedical instrument

Occlusion
Each pixel may correspond to exactly one instance.
● The solid/liquid matter that occurs first

along the line of sight of the endoscope determines the label. 

This may result in multiple segmentations for a single instrument that is occluded 
by another instrument, blood or tissue, for example. 

Pink is partly occluded by an image overlay. 
Yellow is occluded by tissue -> Two segmentations

Medical 
instrument

tissueMedical instrument

Pink is a medical instrument and occluded by 
green. -> Pink has two segmentations.

tissue

Same Instance Same Instance

5

Medical instruments
Definition “Medical instrument”: 

● An elongated rigid object placed into the patient and manipulated from outside the patient.

● Examples: grasper, scalpel, (transparent) trocar, clip applicator, hooks, stapling device, suction

Example: Grasper

Example: Grasper Example: Grasper

6

Medical instruments
Definition “Medical instrument”: 

● An elongated rigid object placed into the patient and manipulated from outside the patient.

● Examples: grasper, scalpel, (transparent) trocar, clip applicator, hooks, stapling device, suction

Example: Suction

Example: SpreaderExample: Scalpel

7

Medical instruments
Definition “Medical instrument”: 

● An elongated rigid object placed into the patient and manipulated from outside the patient.

● Examples: grasper, scalpel, (transparent) trocar, clip applicator, hooks, stapling device, suction

Example: Inside a Trocar

Example: Different trocars

Example: Inside trocar (green). Another 
instrument is visible through the hole.

Example: Trocar
8

Example: transparent Trocar (hard to detect)

6 T. Rädsch et al.

B.3 Extended text including pictures labeling instruction



Medical instruments
Definition “Medical instrument”: 

● Counterexamples: non-rigid tubes, bandage, compress, needle (not directly manipulated from 
outside but manipulated with an instrument), coagulation sponges, metal clips

Green and pink are medical instruments. 
The red cross marks a clamp 
-> no medical instrument

Green and pink are medical instruments. 
The red cross marks a bandage
-> no medical instrument

Green and pink are medical instruments. 
The red cross marks a drain-plastic
-> no medical instrument

9

Medical instruments
Definition “Medical instrument”: 

● Counterexamples: non-rigid tubes, bandage, compress, needle (not directly manipulated from 
outside but manipulated with an instrument), coagulation sponges, metal clips

0 instruments are visible.
The red cross marks a bandage
-> no medical instrument

0 instruments are visible.
The red cross marks a metal clip
-> no medical instrument

2 instruments are visible.
The red cross marks a needle
-> no medical instrument

10

Medical instruments - Holes
Several medical instruments feature holes.
They are regarded as part of the instrument. 

A hole is made up of pixels that do not show
parts of the instrument but are either 

type (a) completely surrounded by pixels of the same instrument or 

type (b) are completely surrounded by pixels of one instrument and the 
margin of the instrument would close the hole outside the image. 

type (a) hole

type (b) hole

Type (a) hole for 
yellow -> the hole 
belongs to yellow.
Even instruments 
that are visible in 
the hole (pink) are 
ignored.

11

Medical instruments - Holes exception
The sole exception are trocars when the camera is placed inside of them.

Trocars are transparent medical instruments.
● They are placed through the abdomen.
● To function as a portal for the other medical instruments.

Different types of trocars. They function as a tunnel 
for other instruments.

HoleHole

12

trocar

Non transparent trocar. They often appear 
at the edge of the image.Trocars are often transparent and hard to 

spot.

trocar

Medical instruments - Holes exception
The sole exception are trocars when the camera is placed inside of them.

When the camera is inside a trocar, a trocar can take up a large part of the image

Trocars are exempt from the hole rule.
● Otherwise, the holes would contain a large part of the image.

Correct: Trocar annotated in pink. Wrong: Trocar annotated in red. 13

Medical instruments - Transparency
Medical instruments may be transparent. 

The occlusion rule holds in this case as well.

Hole exception for pink (troncar). Pink is 
transparent. -> The hidden part of green 
belongs to the pink annotation (occlusion rule).

Green and blue are instruments. Brown is a 
transparent trocar. -> The trocar is the first part 
in the line of sight. Hidden part of the green 
instrument belongs to brown (occlusion rule).

Pixels only belong to 
one instrument. 

Here they belong to the 
transparent instrument, 
because the transparent 

instrument is the first 
object in line of sight 

(occlusion rule).

14

Text overlay
Text overlay is text that is visible in the image.
The background of the text is the regular image.

Text overlay shall be ignored.

Examples: Text overlayText overlay (in yellow color)

Correct: The text overlay is ignored. Wrong: The text overlay is treated 
with a cutout. 15

Image overlay
Image overlay is often uniform coloured shapes
that overlay on the image.
Text with a added uniform color background 
is considered as image overlay.

Image overlays are treated like “other matter”. Image overlay

Image overlay

Wrong: The image overlay here part of the 
instrument.

Correct: The image overlay is not part of the 
instrument.

16
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C Additional method details

Analysis of computer vision conference exhibitors
We included the major computer vision conferences from 2022 and 2023, namely:
ECCV 2022, CVPR 2022, ICCV 2023, and CVPR 2023. The list of exhibitors
was extracted from the respective conference websites2. We define an annotation
provider as an entity that provides annotations performed by human workers.
Consequently, each exhibitor’s website was analyzed to determine whether the
exhibitor provides human-generated annotations as a core component of their
offering. Companies offering solely synthetic data were not included. In the last
two years, around 20% of the conference exhibitors were annotation providers,
as illustrated in Fig. 2. As the majority of exhibitors were offering specific tech
products, we excluded exhibitor booths from our analysis that were not clearly
related to a specific offering (e.g., the booth for the ECCV coffee station or
the Springer Publishing Group). This resulted in three excluded exhibitors for
ECCV 2022 (total before exclusion: 43), seven excluded exhibitors for CVPR
2022 (total before exclusion: 104), three excluded exhibitors for ICCV 2023 (to-
tal before exclusion: 47), and eight excluded exhibitors for CVPR 2023 (total
before exclusion: 112).

Annotation tools
MTurk operates on a self-service basis. In this model, the individual or organi-
zation requesting annotations is responsible for supplying all aspects, including
training for annotators and the annotation tools, whereas the crowdworkers are
engaged as independent contractors. In contrast, annotation companies provide
a managed service for handling annotators, who can work on any annotation
tool that the requester gives access to. Since the tool used for the annotation
companies was not available for MTurk, we used a different annotation tool for
MTurk. Both annotation tools were developed with best design practices to en-
sure the production of high-quality annotations. Furthermore, the tools were
tested internally, until a sufficient user experience and annotation result were
achieved. As intermediate annotations without QA are typically not visible to
the requester, the software company added automated backend exports after the
annotation step to enable this study. Professional annotators are aware that their
work is internally verified by QA workers. None of the annotators participating
had previous experience with the annotation tools they were using.

Logistic mixed model
The logistic mixed model was implemented in the lme4 package in R. The ob-
tained estimates of the covariates are on the log-odds scale and were exponen-

2 Accessed 2024-03-04: https://hallerickson.ungerboeck.com/prod/app85.cshtml?aat=
{wRAm7m6yFc6aFoOwv9ggPME6PgM3DwEgvwcFfgyN3YY%3d;
Cr9Jl1p0qL33RLclLrfrlBKRmhROPXGkDwcQAVv7zHM%3D;
Zva%2bsPD7WeTWWGsGWvarzixed2IJHWExCd84dKNS6Yg%3d};
https://iccv2023.thecvf.com/exhibitor.list.and.floor.plan-365000-5-44-50.php
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tiated to obtain the odds ratio for each covariate. Software: R version 4.0.2
(package lme4 version 1.1.33).

I ∼ (1|Image_name) + (1|Company/Annotator) +
7∑

i=1

Gi +

10∑
i=1

Di (1)

where:

– Improvement (I) is the response variable.
– (1|Image_name) represents a random intercept for each Image_name.
– (1|Company/Annotator) represents a random intercept, with Annotator nested

within Company.
–

∑7
i=1 Gi represents the generalizable fixed effects, with Gi being the ith

analyzed generalizable covariate.
–

∑10
i=1 Di represents the domain-specific fixed effects, with Di being the ith

analyzed domain-specific covariate.

List of covariates:

– Generalizable covariates:
• Motion artifacts in the background
• Other objects present in the background
• Object occluded by background
• Intersection of objects
• Motion artifacts on the object
• Object(s) overexposure
• Object(s) underexposure

– Domain-specific covariates:
• Background covered by blood
• Background covered by reflections
• Background covered by smoke
• Image overlaid with text
• Caption at the bottom of the image
• Black box present in the image
• Trocar present in the image
• Object covered by blood
• Object(s) covered by reflections
• Object(s) covered by smoke

Code will be published with acceptance.

Annotation provider analysis
The 57,636 metadata annotations represent different real-world imaging char-
acteristics metadata. Utilizing these meta-annotations, we sorted the images of
the dataset into nine categories that reflect the complexity of annotation, which
guided the selection process for subsequent image analysis:
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(1) Simple category: The image does not contain any artifacts on the instru-
ments.
(2) Chaos category: The image contains at least three different artifacts on the
instruments, and those containing a greater number of instruments are preferred.
(3) Trocar category: The image contains at least one trocar.
(4) Intersection category: The image contains at least two medical instruments
intersecting.
(5) Motion blur category: The image contains at least one medical instrument
exhibiting the motion blur artifact.
(6) Underexposure category: The image contains at least one medical instrument
that is underexposed.
(7) Text overlay category: The image contains text overlay that obstructs the
view.
(8) Image overlay category: The image contains an image overlay that obstructs
the view of the image.
(9) Random category: Images are randomly selected from the remaining images
in the test set.

For the comparison between the different annotation provider types, we chose
234 distinct frames in line with the specified categories. We manually picked 15
distinct images from each of the first eight categories, which made up about half
of the total images. The exception was category 8, which only had 11 unique
images fit its criteria. The remainder of the images were randomly selected from
category 9. Each frame was labeled four times following each set of labeling
instructions and by each annotation provider, accumulating 60 annotations for
each frame. Each image annotation of the companies was checked by QA workers
(culminating in 25,272 labeled images for the provider comparison). While most
annotation companies prioritize sustained work packages with longer completion
times, MTurk focuses on microtasks that are completed rapidly and in parallel.
Thus, every professional annotator completed annotations for a total of 72 images
and each MTurk crowdworker annotated four images, to accurately replicate the
parallelization seen in crowdsourcing.

Each annotated image from all annotation providers for both analyses was
checked by an engineer in our team to identify spam annotations. The anno-
tation companies generated no spam annotations, whereas MTurk annotated
images contained a proportion of spam annotations of around 20%. Examples of
spam annotations are displayed in Supplementary Fig. 2.

Real-world image condition analysis
For the impact analysis of real-world image characteristics on QA, we focused
solely on the extended text including pictures labeling instructions and the anno-
tation companies. All 4,050 unique frames of the HeiCo dataset were annotated
two times by each annotation company, accumulating eight annotations for each
frame. For this analysis we utilized all 57,636 metadata annotations.
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D Spam annotation examples

Supplementary Fig. 2: Only MTurk crowdworkers generated spam annota-
tions. The annotation companies generated no spam annotations, whereas around 20%
of the collected MTurk annotations were spam. The spam annotations vary greatly in
their style and seem to display different strategies to game the MTurk annotation tasks.
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E Impact of annotation companies’ QA on NSD scores

Table 1: QA of annotation companies only provides marginal improvements of the
Normalized Surface Distance (NSD) scores, if any.

25th Percentile Median 75th Percentile
Company Stage Annotate QA Annotate QA Annotate QA

Company 1 1) Minimal text 0.65 0.66 0.99 0.99 1 1
Company 1 2) Extended text 0.62 0.61 0.99 0.99 1 1
Company 1 3) Extended text + pictures 0.97 0.97 0.99 0.99 1 1

Company 2 1) Minimal text 0.61 0.49 0.98 0.97 1 1
Company 2 2) Extended text 0.66 0.92 0.99 0.99 1 1
Company 2 3) Extended text + pictures 0.93 0.95 0.99 0.99 1 1

Company 3 1) Minimal text 0.63 0.65 0.99 0.99 1 1
Company 3 2) Extended text 0.5 0.67 0.98 0.99 1 1
Company 3 3) Extended text + pictures 0.82 0.93 0.99 0.99 1 1

Company 4 1) Minimal text 0.66 0.66 0.99 0.99 1 1
Company 4 2) Extended text 0.96 0.96 0.99 0.99 1 1
Company 4 3) Extended text + pictures 0.98 0.98 1 1 1 1

F Impact of annotation companies’ QA on severe errors

Table 2: QA of annotation companies only provides marginal reductions of severe
errors. These depend highly on the company and type of labeling instruction.

Company Stage Annotate QA Difference

Company 1 1) Minimal text 0.18 0.17 -0.01
Company 1 2) Extended text 0.2 0.2 0
Company 1 3) Extended text + pictures 0.1 0.1 0

Company 2 1) Minimal text 0.22 0.28 0.06
Company 2 2) Extended text 0.19 0.13 -0.06
Company 2 3) Extended text + pictures 0.14 0.11 -0.02

Company 3 1) Minimal text 0.21 0.19 -0.01
Company 3 2) Extended text 0.25 0.17 -0.08
Company 3 3) Extended text + pictures 0.16 0.12 -0.04

Company 4 1) Minimal text 0.18 0.17 0
Company 4 2) Extended text 0.12 0.12 0
Company 4 3) Extended text + pictures 0.09 0.09 0
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G Modification distribution by QA workers

The number of modified images depended highly on the annotation company, as
displayed in Supplementary Subfig. 3a. Nevertheless, a substantial proportion of
modified images did not inherently imply superior annotation quality (Supple-
mentary Subfig. 3b). For instance, Company 1 on average made modifications
to every third annotated image, while Company 4 only made modifications to
every 10th image. However, it is evident that Company 4’s resulting annotations
clearly outperformed those of Company 1 when employing the extended text
and extended text including pictures labeling instructions. The combination of a
low modification rate and high annotation quality achieved by Company 4 could
suggest a higher level of annotator expertise.

Overall, the annotations conducted with the extended text including pictures
labeling instructions outperform all other experiments and QA efforts. This is a
clear indication that further research on internal QA processes is needed.

Supplementary Fig. 3: The percentage of modifications by QA workers dif-
fered greatly between the companies. However, this did not necessarily
result in higher annotation quality, when compared to other annotation
companies. a, The percentages of modified and unadapted images by QA workers.
An image counts as modified if the responsible QA worker adapted the received instance
segmentation mask from the annotator. b, The DSC was aggregated for each resulting
annotated image and is displayed aggregated for each pair of annotation company and
labeling instruction as a dots- and boxplot (the band indicates the median, the box
indicates the first and third quartiles and the whiskers indicate ±1.5× interquartile
range), the DSC maximum is 1 and the minimum is 0 for each image.
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